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Season 5, Episode 3
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Miss Me, Kiss Me, Love Me



When a new blip lands the Legends in 1947 Los Angeles, it puts them on the trail of Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel who seems to take pleasure in fraternizing with Hollywood Elite. Sara, Ray and Constantine devise a plan to capture him while Ava and Rory sit on the sidelines for the time being. They soon realize that they need to worry less about Bugsy and more about his girlfriend. Ava is struggling with being on the sidelines with Rory. Meanwhile, Nate accompanies Behrad to his dad’s birthday, where Nate meets Behrad’s sister, Zari, who seems familiar to him.
Quest roles:
Brandon Routh(Ray Palmer / The Atom), Shayan Sobhian(Behrad Tarazi), Haley Strode(Jeanie Hill), Jonathan Sadowski(Benjamin 'Bugsy' Siegel), David Diaan(Mr. Tarazi), Mitra Lohrasb(Nasreen Tarazi), Harrison MacDonald(Masher), Mark Brandon(Police Chief), Mike Waterman(LAPD Desk Officer), Sarah Johns(Blue Iguana Guest), Bianca Caroca(Henchwoman), Kharytia Bilash(Choir Singer #2), Clayton James(Officer Sullivan), Thomas Wayne Hum(Hell Bar Guard), Teresa Riley(Choir Singer #1)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
4 February 2020, 21:00
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